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QUALITY PRODUCTS AND SERVICE YOU CAN COUNT ON

FACILITY FEATURE

STAFF CHOICE

MCELROY FARMS ENTERPRISES,
WAVERLY, KY

McElroy Farms Enterprises is a family farm
in it’s 4th and 5th generation. The farm
dates back to 1798, with a land grant from
the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Today’s
owner, Jim, started in 1970 and his son,
Doug, started in the 90’s. The two of them
manage today’s operation. They have
added acres over the years and needed
more storage. Thanks to MAS design and
construction, they are satisfied with the
additions and feel built to capacity for the
next several years.

SERVICE TIPS

• Clean or replace air filters on air systems
and for the grain sampler blower on
newer GSI dryers.
• Air system air-locks need to be lubricated
and run to avoid seizing during the
humid spring & summer months.
• Reminder to service/grease all bearings
and moving parts.
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420,000 bushels dry storage
20,000 bushels wet storage
GSI 3426 Dryer
GSI 8K 36” Wet Receiving Elevator,
GSI 5.6K 24” Dryer Fill Elevator, &
Another 24” Dry Elevator
GSI 5K Overhead Bin Fill Enmasse
Drag Conveyors (2)
GSI 5K Enmasse Reclaim Drag
Conveyor (1)
GSI 10” VersaLoop Wet Grain
Conveyor (1)

• MAS offers pre-packaged service
kits for GSI Portable Dryers, GSI
Tower Dryers and GSI Top Dry. These
kits include the main service parts
necessary to get your dryer back up
and running. Don’t stall production, buy
a service kit for quick maintenance and
keep running smoothly!

Larry & Joyce Harris, Owners
Larry and Joyce started MAS in January
of 1986. Since then, the business has
grown in scope, coverage and performance.
Larry and Joyce have raised their children while raising the business to be
what it is today. Their son Jeff and his
wife Laura have added Nolan and Delaney to the family. While their daughter
Sheri and husband Jason have added,
Emma and Allie.
The Harris’ continue to bless our region
with grace, experience and knowledge
in both the grain industry and in life. The
team at MAS has been mentored into
what we are today by these kind, selfless owners.

LARRY’S
LETTERS
The following storage information is from
Dr. Ken Hellevang at North Dakota State
University. It is more specific than normal
commentary. Unfortunately, a lot of corn
now in bins is too wet to make it the rest of
the summer with the limit on how cold it can
be kept. MAS gets many calls about corn
going bad in our area and it is mainly linked
to putting grain in the bin too wet last fall.
Keep Stored Grain Cool, Dry During
Summer
“Stored grain needs to be cool and dry
during summer storage”, the North Dakota
State University Extension Service graindrying expert says. “Cold or cool grain has
been safely stored through the summer
for many years,” notes Ken Hellevang, an
Extension agricultural engineer. “Keeping
the grain as cool as possible should
be the goal of summer grain storage.”
CONTINUED...

Allowing grain to warm to average outdoor
air temperatures during the summer can
lead to insect infestations and mold growth.
The optimum grain temperature for insect
activity is approximately 70 to 90 degrees.
Reducing grain temperatures below 70
degrees will lessen insect reproduction and
activity, and temperatures below 60 degrees
will reduce insect activity greatly. Aeration
fans should be covered to prevent wind and
a natural chimney effect from warming the
grain. Wind blowing into uncovered fans
or ducts will move air through the grain in
a way that is like operating an aeration fan.
Hellevang warns that using aeration to warm
the grain increases its moisture content by
up to 1 percentage point.
One challenge to keeping the grain cool
during the summer is that solar energy on
the bin roof heats the air above the grain.
Convection currents in the grain flow up
along the bin wall and down into the grain
near the top middle of the bin, drawing
this heated air into the grain. Ventilating
the space between the grain and the bin
roof can reduce the amount that the grain
near the top of the bin is warmed. Natural
ventilation to cool this space can occur if
the bin has openings near the eave and
peak; these openings work like the vents in
a building’s attic. The heated air rises and
exits near the peak, drawing in cooler air
near the eave. Roof exhaust fans controlled
by a thermostat also can draw the heated air
out of the bin.
Hellevang recommends cooling grain in the
upper portion of the bin by operating the
aeration fan about every three weeks during
a cool morning. Using positive-pressure
aeration to push air up through the grain
enables the cool grain in the bottom of the
bin to cool the air, which then cools the grain
near the top of the bin. Run the fan only
long enough to cool the grain near the top
surface. That may require running the fan
for a few hours during a cool, dry morning
for a couple of days. Running the fan more
than necessary will warm more grain at the
bottom of the bin, increasing the potential

CELEBRATE!

Anniversaries:
Jeff Harris
V.P. of Operations, 6-11-1991
Steve Bryant
Chief Financial Officer, 7-12-1995
Andy Farris
Millwright Crew Leader, 7-13-2009
Jarrad Carpenter
Fabrication Shop, 6-7-2011
Edgar Meyer
Millwright Crew, 5-28-2015
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for storage problems. If the air dew point
is warmer than the grain temperature or if
the air relative humidity is very high, some
moisture will condense onto the grain during
fan operation. Condensing moisture will
release heat that will warm the air slightly,
reducing the effectiveness of the aeration.
The grain moisture content increase is
typically less than 1 percentage point
because the grain warms and is no longer
cool enough to cause moisture to condense
onto the grain. Therefore, select mornings
when the air is cool and dry.
Summer Moisture Recommendations
Verify that the grain moisture content is dry
enough for storage at summer temperatures.
The recommended long-term storage
moisture contents are: wheat, 13.5 percent;
barley, 12 percent; corn, 13.5 percent;
soybeans, 11 percent; grain sorghum,
13 percent; oil sunflowers, 8 percent;
and sunflowers, 10 percent. The market
moisture content may be higher, but storing
warm grain at higher moisture contents may
lead to mold growth on the grain. Make sure
the moisture content measured by the meter
has been adjusted for grain temperature.
Confirm the accuracy of the measurement
by warming the grain sample to room
temperature in a sealed plastic bag before
measuring the moisture content. Measure
and record the stored grain temperature at
several places near the top surface, along
the walls and within the grain. Temperature
sensors are an excellent tool, but remember
they only measure the grain’s temperature
next to the sensor. Because grain is a good
insulator, the grain temperature may be
much different a few feet from the sensor.
Increasing grain temperature may be an
indicator of an insect infestation or mold
growth. “...Stored grain should be checked
every two weeks,” Hellevang says. “A
situation with only a few insects can turn
into a major infestation in less than a month.
Using insect traps or placing grain samples
on white material helps you look for insects.”

New Hires
Jeremy Cole
Millwright Crew
4-24-2017
Michael Poole
Service Tech.
5-15-2017

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
Replacement Flighting
MAS provides in house auger reflighting
and repairs. There are a few specifications
you’ll need to have noted when you place
your order:
Outside Diameter: The measurement
of the outer edges of the auger’s flighting
peaks. We recommend using ½” to 1”
smaller outside diameter flighting than
the inner diameter of the tube it will be
installed in.
Pitch: The measurement from one peak
of flighting to the next peak. The pitch
of the flighting determines how far the
product will move per each rotation.
Shaft Size or Inside Diameter: The
shaft size or inside diameter of the
flighting is the size of the pipe or tube that
the flighting will be mounted or welded
on. This is not the shaft that joins auger
sections together, it will in most cases, be
smaller.
Direction—Right or Left Hand: Right or
left hand determines the direction of flow
the product will be moving as the auger
flighting rotates in a given direction.
Follow the steps below to determine
which hand of flighting is needed.
1. Stand at either end of the auger.
2. Place your hand on the top edge
of the flighting and move your hand
away from you along the outer edge.
3. The direction in which your hand
moves to the right/left, determines
the direction of the flighting.
Material Thickness: The thickness
measured where the flighting is welded
to the shaft and will determine wear life of
the auger. Normally the first point of wear
is going to be the outer edge of the auger.
Quantity: Our helicoid auger flighting is
manufactured in 10ft. lengths and sold in
many increments. UPS shipping requires
it to be shipped in 5’ lengths. 10’ lengths
must be shipped LTL.

SAVE NOW

5% Labor & Parts discount on MAS inshop auger reflight/repairs from now
until August 15th.

